MATTER 15. Rotherham Urban Area (includes Whiston)

The Inspector intends to deal with allocations, safeguarded land, and omissions that are close together at the same time.

Issue 1 – Whether the site allocations (and any associated site development guidelines) for the Rotherham Urban Area are soundly based (i.e. consistent with national planning policy, positively prepared, justified & effective) and consistent with the Core Strategy?

1. Policy H1 - Bassingthorpe Farm
2. Policy H2 - Land north of Harry Croft, Greasborough
3. Policy H3 - Land north west of Munsborough Lane
4. Policy H4 - Land between Fenton Road and Henley Lane
5. Policy H5 - Former cricket ground off Munsbrough Lane
6. Policy H6 - Land between Grayson Rd and Church Street, Greasborough
7. Policy H7 - Land behind Bradgate Club
8. Policy H8 - Former Thornhill Primary School
9. Policy H9 - Land adjoining Ferham Road and Belmont Street, Ferham
10. Policy H10 - Land off Westfield Road, Parkgate
11. Policy H11 - Rear of properties on Occupation Road, Rawmarsh
12. Policy H12 - Off Barbers Ave, Rawmarsh
13. Policy H13 - Bellows Road Centre, Rawmarsh
14. Policy H14 - Land off High Street, Rawmarsh
15. Policy H15 - Land north of Kilnhurst Road, Rawmarsh
16. Policy H16 - Land east of Harding Avenue, Upper Haugh
17. Policy H17 - Wentworth Road, Upper Haugh
18. Policy H18 - Land off Symonds Avenue, Upper Haugh
19. Policy H19 - Land off Stubbin Road, Upper Haugh
20. Policy H20 - Land off York Road, St. Ann’s
21. Policy H21 – Land to west of Westgate, Rotherham Town Centre also LDF0575/PSP541 & PSP541
22. Policy H22 – Junction of Wellgate / Hollowgate, Rotherham Town Centre
23. Policy H23 – Land off Godstone Road, Rotherham Town Centre
24. Policy H24 – Dalton Allotment Site
25. Policy H25 – Land north west of Doncaster Road, Dalton
26. Policy H26 – North of St Gerards School, West of Doncaster Road
27. Policy H27 – Fosters Garden Centre, Doncaster Road, Thrybergh
28. Policy H28 – Off Far lane, East Dene
29. Policy H29 – Boswell Street/Arundel Street, Herringthorpe
30. Policy H30 – Site of former Herringthorpe Leisure Centre
31. Policy H31 – Chesterhill Avenue, Thrybergh
32. Policy H32 – Whinney Hill, Thrybergh
33. Policy H33 – East of Brecks Lane, R/O Belcourt Road
34. Policy H34 – Off Lathe Road / Worry Goose Lane, Whiston (18)
35. Policy H35 – Off Shrogswood Road, Whiston (36)
36. Policy H36 – Brinsworth
37. Policy MU20 – North-east of Parkgate Retail park, Parkgate
38. Policy R1 – Outdoor Markets Complex, Rotherham Town Centre
39. Policy R2 – Drummond Street Car Park, Rotherham Town Centre
40. Policy R3 – Corporation Street, Rotherham Town Centre
41. Policy R6 – Harding Ave / Symonds Ave, Rawmarsh
42. Policy E1 – Land south of Barbot Hill Road, Munsbrough (within Bassingthorpe Farm)
43. Policy E2 – Land south of Greasborough Road and west of School Lane (within Bassingthorpe Farm)
44. Policy E3 – Off Centenary Way / Bawtry Road, Canklow
45. Policy E4 – Off Grange Lane, Templeborough
46. Policy E5 – Land off Rotherham Road, Parkgate
47. Policy E6 – Yorkshire Water land, Aldwarke
48. Policy E7 – Land off Aldwarke, Aldwarke
49. Policy E8 – Parkgate Business Park South
50. Policy E9 – Roundwood Colliery, off Aldwarke Lane
51. Policy E10 – Land within Aldwarke Steelworks, Doncaster Road
52. Policy E11 – Phoenix Business Park, Templeborough
53. Policy E12 – Land adajacent to Magna, Templeborough
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Issue 2 – Whether the areas of safeguarded land identified in the Rotherham Urban Area are soundly based (i.e. consistent with national planning policy, positively prepared, justified & effective) and consistent with the Core Strategy?

1. LDF0129 & SG3 – Former Cricket Ground off Brecks Lane
2. LDF0020 & SG2 – Off West Bawtry Road, Whiston
3. LDF0056 – Former Tip site, Warren Vale (part) – not safeguarded but adjacent to SG1
4. SG1 (LDF0664) – Land to north of Grange Road, Rawmarsh – adjacent to 0056

Issue 3 - Why have the sites identified below and put forward by representors not been identified for development or made the subject of a particular designation? How do they perform in terms of the site selection process? Why should they be allocated or subject to a particular designation?

1. LDF0040 – R/O 62-124 Wickersley Road (The Pitches)
2. LDF0049 – Land to the rear of Hague Avenue, Upper Hague Haugh (adjacent to H16)
3. LDF0059 – Land off Greasborough Lane, Upper Haugh
4. LDF0078 – Land off Dalton Lane & Netherfield View, Dalton
5. LDF00591 – Land off Magna Lane/Dalton Lane, Dalton
6. LDF0101 – Site off Occupation Road, Rawmarsh
7. LDF0114 – Land off Brecks Crescent & Gibbing Greave Road, Brecks
8. LDF0132 – Land at Junction 33, Catcliffe
9. LDF0163 – Land south of Greasbrough Lane, north-east of Cinder Bridge Rd, Geasbrough
10. LDF0785 – Land at Moorhouse Lane, Whiston
11. MU09 – Land off Brinsworth Street, Rotherham
12. LDF0835 & LDF0608 - Swinden Technology Park
13. LDF0692 – Land south of Kilnhurst Road, Rawmarsh (adjacent to LDF693)
14. LDF0693 – Land north of Roundwood Rolling Mills, Rawmarsh (adjacent to LDF692)
15. LDF 0838 – Land between Bawtry Road and H35 (extension to H35 (LDF0237))
16. LDF0099 – MU20 Parkgate Retail Park
17. LDF0802 – Land south of West Bawtry Road, Whiston
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18. LDF0099 & PSP712 – Land at Northfield Retail Park, Parkgate
MATTER 16. Thorpe Hesley

The Inspector intends to deal with allocations, safeguarded land, and omissions that are close together at the same time.

**Issue 1** – Whether the site allocations (and any associated site development guidelines) for Thorpe Hesley are soundly based (i.e. consistent with national planning policy, positively prepared, justified & effective) and consistent with the Core Strategy?

1. Policy H37 – Land at Thorpe Common, Thorpe Hesley
2. Policy H38 – Land at Eldertree Lodge, Thorpe Hesley
3. Policy H39 – Land to north of Upper Wortley Road, Thorpe Hesley

**Issue 2** – Whether the area of safeguarded land identified in Thorpe Hesley is soundly based (i.e. consistent with national planning policy, positively prepared, justified & effective) and consistent with the Core Strategy?

1. SG4 – Land to the South of Upper Wortley Road (LDF0514)

**Issue 3** – Why have the sites identified below and put forward by representors not been identified for development or made the subject of a particular designation? How do they perform in terms of the site selection process? Why should they be allocated or subject to a particular designation?

1. LDF0517 – Land to the east of Thorpefield Drive, Thorpe Hesley
2. LDF0542 – Land off Brook Hill, Thorpe Hesley
3. LDF0776 – Land off Brook Hill, Thorpe Hesley
4. LDF0833 – Land off Wentworth Close, Thorpe Hesley
5. Land north of Scholes Lane (PSP647)
MATTER 17. Dinnington / North & South Anston / Laughton Common

The Inspector intends to deal with allocations, safeguarded land, and omissions that are close together at the same time.

Issue 1 – Whether the site allocations (and any associated site development guidelines) are soundly based (i.e. consistent with national planning policy, positively prepared, justified & effective) and consistent with the Core Strategy?

1. Policy E13  – Land off Bookers Way
2. Policy E14  – Land to the south of Monksbridge Road
3. Policy E15  – Dinnington Colliery Site Phase 1 (remainder)
4. Policy H74  – Outgang Lane, Laughton Common
5. Policy H75  – Timber Yard off Outgang Lane
6. Policy H76  – Land off Oldcotes Road (West)
7. Policy H77  – Old School Site, off Doe Quarry Lane, Dinnington.
8. Policy H78  – Land off Athorpe Road
9. Policy H79  – Allotment land off East Street
10. Policy H80  – Land off Lodge Lane (CISWO)
11. Policy H80  – Land off Silverdales
12. Policy H81  – Land off Wentworth Way
13. Policy H82  – Land to east of Penny Piece Lane, North Anston
14. Policy H83  – Land between Sheffield Road and Mineral Railway, South Anston
15. Policy R5  – Littlefield Road / Constable Lane, Dinnington

Issue 2 – Whether the area of safeguarded land identified in Dinnington is soundly based (i.e. consistent with national planning policy, positively prepared, justified & effective) and consistent with the Core Strategy?

1. SG13  – Land off Oldcoates Road (East) (LDF0799)
2. SG12  – Land off Lodge Lane (LDF0717)
Issue 3 - Why have the sites identified below and put forward by representors not been identified for development or made the subject of a particular designation? How do they perform in terms of the site selection process? Why should they be allocated or subject to a particular designation?

1. LDF0211 – Land to the south of Woodsetts Road, Anston
2. LDF0215 – Land to the north of Rackford Road, Anston
3. LDF0216 – Land between Swinston Hill Road and Woodsetts, Dinnington
4. LDF0843 – (Part of LDF225) – Land off Monksbridge Road, Dinnington
5. LDF0229 & LDF0834 - extension to E13 land off Bookers Way, North Anston
6. LDF0251 – Land between Sheffield Road and the B6059, South Anston
7. LDF0257 – Land to the north of Common Road, North Anston
8. LDF0612 – Land to east of B6463, Dinnington West
MATTER 18. Todwick

The Inspector intends to deal with allocations, safeguarded land, and omissions that are close together at the same time.

Issue 1 – Whether the site allocations (and any associated site development guidelines) for are soundly based (i.e. consistent with national planning policy, positively prepared, justified & effective) and consistent with the Core Strategy?

1. Policy E16 – Todwick North
2. Policy H84 – Land to west of Kiveton Lane, Todwick

Issue 2 - Why have the sites identified below and put forward by representors not been identified for development or made the subject of a particular designation? How do they perform in terms of the site selection process? Why should they be allocated or subject to a particular designation?

1. LDF0729 – Land to the south of Sheffield Road, Todwick
2. LDF0846 - Land to west of Kiveton Lane, Todwick
3. LDF0545 – Land adjacent to Manor House, Todwick
4. Land off Lindleys Croft, Todwick
MATTER 19. Thurcroft

The Inspector intends to deal with allocations, safeguarded land, and omissions that are close together at the same time.

Issue 1 – Whether the site allocations (and any associated site development guidelines) are soundly based (i.e. consistent with national planning policy, positively prepared, justified & effective) and consistent with the Core Strategy?

1. Policy E37 – North of Thurcroft Industrial Estate
3. Policy H72 – South of Ivanhoe Road
4. Policy H73 – Off Sawnmoor Lane, Thurcroft

Issue 2 - Why have the sites identified below and put forward by representors not been identified for development or made the subject of a particular designation? How do they perform in terms of the site selection process? Why should they be allocated or subject to a particular designation?

1. LDF0837 – extension to E37 North of Thurcroft Industrial Estate, Kingsforth Lane (LDF0432)
2. LDF0433 – South of Brampton Meadows, West of St Withold Ave, Thurcroft
3. LDF0773 – East of Brampton Road, Thurcroft
MATTER 20. Bramley, Wickersley and Ravenfield Common

The Inspector intends to deal with allocations, safeguarded land, and omissions that are close together at the same time.

**Issue 1 – Whether the site allocations (and any associated site development guidelines) are soundly based (i.e. consistent with national planning policy, positively prepared, justified & effective) and consistent with the Core Strategy?**

1. Policy H58 – Land off Melciss Road
2. Policy H59 – Land off Fairways
3. Policy H60 – Land off Gill Close, Wickersley
4. Policy H61 – Pony Paddock, off Second Lane
5. Policy H62 – Land off Nethermore Drive / Second Lane
6. Policy H63 – Former Council Depot and Yorkshire Water Site, off Bawtry Road, Bramley
7. Policy H64 – Land off Allot Close
8. Policy H65 – Land east of Moor Lane South
9. Policy R4 – Main St / Bawtry Road, Bramley

**Issue 2 – Whether the areas of safeguarded land identified are soundly based (i.e. consistent with national planning policy, positively prepared, justified & effective) and consistent with the Core Strategy?**

1. SG10 – Wrexham House, Braithwell Road, Ravenfield (LDF0375 & LDF0458)
2. SG8 – Land east of Moor Lane South North of Lidget Lane, Ravenfield Common (LDF0798)
3. SG9 – Land off St Alban’s Way (LDF0371)
Issue 3 - Why have the sites identified below and put forward by representors not been identified for development or made the subject of a particular designation? How do they perform in terms of the site selection process? Why should they be allocated or subject to a particular designation?

1. LDF0358 – Land off Quarry Field Lane, Wickersley
2. LDF0682 – Sandy Flat Lane, Wickersley
3. LDF0740 – Land off Sandy Flat Lane, Wickersley
4. LDF0738 – Land off Second Lane, Wickersley
5. LDF0801 – Land at Spring Bank Gardens, Wickersley
6. LDF0696 (PSP782) – Land west of Slacks Lane, Bramley
7. LDF0697 (PSP782) – Land between Slacks Lane & M18 Bramley
8. LDF0845 – Land south of Braithwell Road, Ravenfield
9. LDF0844 – Land south of Braithwell Road (LDF0667 and part of LDF0452), Ravenfield
10. LDF0677 – Land at Wood lane, Wickersley
11. LDF0667 – Land south of Braithwell Road, Ravenfield
MATTER 21. Maltby & Hellaby

The Inspector intends to deal with allocations, safeguarded land, and omissions that are close together at the same time.

**Issue 1 – Whether the site allocations (and any associated site development guidelines) are soundly based (i.e. consistent with national planning policy, positively prepared, justified & effective) and consistent with the Core Strategy?**

1. Policy E23 – Land at former Maltby Colliery
2. Policy E24 – Land adjacent to M18 J1 and A631
3. Policy E25 – Land off Rotherham Road
4. Policy E26 – Land north of Hellaby Industrial Estate
5. Policy H66 – Park Hill Lodge
6. Policy H67 – Newland Ave / Braithwell Rd / Chadwick Drive
7. Policy H68 – Tarmac site off Blyth Road
8. Policy H69 – Land to the south of Stainton Lane

**Issue 2 – Whether the areas of safeguarded land identified are soundly based (i.e. consistent with national planning policy, positively prepared, justified & effective) and consistent with the Core Strategy?**

1. SG11 – Land to east of Cumwell Lane and south of Bateman Road, Hellaby LDF0800 – seeks residential allocation

**Issue 3 – Why have the sites identified below and put forward by representors not been identified for development or made the subject of a particular designation? How do they perform in terms of the site selection process? Why should they be allocated or subject to a particular designation?**

1. LDF0842 – Extension to E23 Land at Maltby Colliery, Tickhill Road, Maltby (LFD0305)
2. LDF0411 – Clay Pits, Fordoles Head Lane, Maltby
3. LDF0698 – Land south of Sandy lane, Hellaby
4. LDF0289 – Land at Muglet Lane, Maltby
5. LDF0839 – Extension to H70 Recreation Grounds / Allotments, East of Highfield Park
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Group 2 Hearings
Week 5 – 8-11 November 2016
DAY 4 Friday 11 November 2016

MATTER 22. Wath-upon-Dearne, Brampton Bierlow and West Melton

The Inspector intends to deal with allocations, safeguarded land, and omissions that are close together at the same time.

Issue 1 – Whether the site allocations (and any associated site development guidelines) are soundly based (i.e. consistent with national planning policy, positively prepared, justified & effective) and consistent with the Core Strategy?

1. Policy E17 – Manvers Way / Station Road
2. Policy E18 – Brookfield Way
3. Policy E19 – Manvers Way / Deane Lane
4. Policy E20 – Manvers Way
5. Policy E21 – Bolton Road, Manvers
6. H40 – Land to east of Cortonwood Business Park
7. H41 – Land to the north of Westfield Road, Brampton Brierlow
8. H42 – Brampton Centre, Brampton Brierlow
9. H43 – Highfield Farm
10. H44 – Off Orchard Place
11. H45 – Manvers Way (Express Parks)
12. H46 – Land off Denman Road
13. H47 – Land north of Stump Cross Road

Issue 2 – Whether the areas of safeguarded land identified are soundly based (i.e. consistent with national planning policy, positively prepared, justified & effective) and consistent with the Core Strategy?

1. SG7 – Land East of Westfield Road (LDF270)
2. SG5 – Land off Fairfield Lane, Wath (LDF298)
3. SG6 – Land to the north of Elsecar Road (LDF0288)
Schedule of Matters, Issues and Questions

**Issue 3** - Why have the sites identified below and put forward by representors not been identified for development or made the subject of a particular designation? How do they perform in terms of the site selection process? Why should they be allocated or subject to a particular designation?

1. LDF0259 – Adjoining 211 Melton High Street, West Melton
2. LDF0261 – Off Flatts Lane and Broome Drive, West Melton
3. LDF0325 – Land r/o 2 to 30 Flatts Lane, West Melton
4. LDF0263 – Land between Pontefract Road and Barnsley Road, Brampton/West Melton
5. LDF0274 – Pony paddock to east of Westfield Road, Brampton
6. LDF0322 – Land adjoining The Fields Westfield Road, Brampton
7. LDF-812 – North of Elsecar Road (including electricity sub-station)
8. LDF0279 – Land to east of Station Road, Wath
9. LDF0346 – Doncaster Road / East of Fairfield Lane, Wath
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Group 2 Hearings
Week 5 – 8-11 November 2016
DAY 4 Friday 11 November 2016

MATTER 23. Swinton & Kilnhurst

The Inspector intends to deal with allocations, safeguarded land, and omissions that are close together at the same time.

Issue 1 - Whether the site allocations (and any associated site development guidelines) are soundly based (i.e. consistent with national planning policy, positively prepared, justified & effective) and consistent with the Core Strategy?

1. Policy E31 – Land off Talbot Road
2. Policy H48 – Brameld Road, Swinton
3. Policy H49 – Civic Hall site (Part) Swinton
4. Policy H50 – Charnwood House, Swinton
5. Policy H51 – Former Croda site, Swinton
6. Policy H52 – off Lawrence Drive, Piccadilly

Issue 2 - Why have the sites identified below and put forward by representors not been identified for development or made the subject of a particular designation? How do they perform in terms of the site selection process? Why should they be allocated or subject to a particular designation?

1. LDF0379 & LDF0811 – Fields off Golden Smithies Lane, Swinton
2. LDF0383 – Land north of St Margaret’s Church, Swinton
3. LDF0407 – Wentworth Road, Swinton.
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Group 2 Hearings  
Week 6 – 15-18 November 2016  
DAY 2 Tuesday 15 November 2016  

MATTER 24. Wales, Kiveton Park & Harthill  

The Inspector intends to deal with allocations, safeguarded land, and omissions that are close together at the same time.  

**Issue 1 – Whether the site allocations (and any associated site development guidelines) are soundly based (i.e. consistent with national planning policy, positively prepared, justified & effective) and consistent with the Core Strategy?**  

1. Policy E32 – North of School Road / off Waleswood Way  
2. Policy E33 – Waleswood (East)  
3. Policy E34 – Waleswood (West) / Vector 31  
4. Policy GT1 – Kiveton Park Council Depot, Dog Kennels Lane  
5. H91 – Chapel Way  
6. H92 – Off Hards Lane  
7. H93 – Land off Keeton Hall Road  
8. H94 – North Farm Close, Harthill  
9. H95 – Land off Winney Lane, Harthill  

**Issue 2 – Whether the areas of safeguarded land identified are soundly based (i.e. consistent with national planning policy, positively prepared, justified & effective) and consistent with the Core Strategy?**  

1. SG14 – Stockwell Land / South of Lambrell Ave (LDF0476 & LDF0480)  

**Issue 3 – Why have the sites identified below and put forward by representors not been identified for development or made the subject of a particular designation? How do they perform in terms of the site selection process? Why should they be allocated or subject to a particular designation?**  

1. LDF0461 – Unsco Steel Manor Road, Kiveton Park  
2. LDF0483 & PSP753 extension of E32 site  
3. LDF0803 – Land south of Peregrine Way, Harthill  
4. LDF0841 – Extension of H94 North of Farm Close, Harthill (LDF0551)
MATTER 25. Aston, Aughton & Swallownest

The Inspector intends to deal with allocations, safeguarded land, and omissions that are close together at the same time.

Issue 1 – Whether the site allocations (and any associated site development guidelines) are soundly based (i.e. consistent with national planning policy, positively prepared, justified & effective) and consistent with the Core Strategy?

1. Policy E27 – Aston Common West of Mansfield Road
2. Policy E28 – Aston Common – East of Mansfield Road Ind Estate
3. Policy E29 – Land at former Laycast Works
4. Policy E30 – Former Beighton Colliery Site, Park View, Swallownest
5. Policy H85 – Land to east of Park Hill Farm
6. Policy H86 – Land at junction of Main Street and Rotherham Road, Swallownest
7. Policy H87 – Land to east of Lodge Lane
8. Policy H88 – Aston Common, East of Wetherby Drive
9. Policy H89 – Aston Common, South of Mansfield Road
10. Policy H90 – Land north of Aston A57 bypass, East of Mansfield Road

Issue 2 – Whether the areas of safeguarded land identified are soundly based (i.e. consistent with national planning policy, positively prepared, justified & effective) and consistent with the Core Strategy?

1. SG15 – Land to north of Aston Bypass A57, East of Church Land (LDF0772)
2. SG16 – Disused tip on Aston Bypass (B6200) (LDF0454)
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Issue 3 - Why have the sites identified below and put forward by representors not been identified for development or made the subject of a particular designation? How do they perform in terms of the site selection process? Why should they be allocated or subject to a particular designation?

1. LDF0417 – Land off Church Lane (within Aston Hall parkland), Aston
2. LDF0448 – Aston Common, East of Wetherby Drive, North of Brookhouse Road – related to H88
3. LDF0701 – Land at North Staveley Junction, Swallownest (G & T site). PSP786,788,789
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Week 6 – 15-18 November 2016
DAY 3 Thursday 17 November 2016

MATTER 26. Waverley

The Inspector intends to deal with allocations, safeguarded land, and omissions that are close together at the same time.

Issue 1 – Whether the site allocations (and any associated site development guidelines) are soundly based (i.e. consistent with national planning policy, positively prepared, justified & effective) and consistent with the Core Strategy?

1. Policy E22 – Advanced manufacturing Park, Waverley
2. Policy H54 – Waverley Mixed Use Community
3. Policy MU21 – Highfield Commercial, off High Field Spring

Issue 2 - Why have the sites identified below and put forward by representors not been identified for development or made the subject of a particular designation? How do they perform in terms of the site selection process? Why should they be allocated or subject to a particular designation?

1. LDF0836 – Waverley South Green Belt Area (Smaller part of LDF0531)
MATTER 27. Catcliffe, Orgreave & Treeton

The Inspector intends to deal with allocations, safeguarded land, and omissions that are close together at the same time.

Issue 1 – Whether the site allocations (and any associated site development guidelines) are soundly based (i.e. consistent with national planning policy, positively prepared, justified & effective) and consistent with the Core Strategy?

1. Policy E35 – EWS Dismantled Railway Line, Wood Lane
2. Policy E36 – Land off Europa Link
3. Policy H53 – Land west of Sheffield Lane
4. Policy H55 – Front Street, Treeton
5. Policy H56 – Land off Rother Crescent, Treeton
6. Policy H57 – Land to the south of Wood Lane, Treeton

Issue 2 – Why have the sites identified below and put forward by representors not been identified for development or made the subject of a particular designation? How do they perform in terms of the site selection process? Why should they be allocated or subject to a particular designation?

1. LDF0500 – Land to the east of Rotherham Rd/Brinsworth, Catcliffe
2. LDF0501 – Land to the rear of Bluemans way, Catcliffe